Reading 3-6 Friday Choice BoardNON-FICTION BOOK REVIEW:
Write and film yourself giving a review of a non-fiction
book that you have read this week.
Here is a link to show you what a book review is and an
example from a student just like you:
https://sites.google.com/view/rgps36readingfriday/book-review?authuser=0
Comprehension Strategies:
Summarising, Predicting and Think Aloud

CHANGE IT UP:
Choose a character from your favourite book or television
show.
You need to visualise the character as the opposite of what
they are. If the character is a hero think about what the
character would be like if they were a villain. If your
favourite character is a female what would the character
look like as a male.
Draw the character and upload it onto Seesaw.
Here is a link to with some examples of how others have
changed up their favourite characters:

LETTER TO A FRIEND:
Finding a character in a book that you feel an emotional
attachment to and write them a letter. Ask them questions and
tell then why they inspire you.
Here is a link with sites you can use to see some examples

https://sites.google.com/view/rgps36readingfriday/letter-to-a-friend

Comprehension Strategies:
Questioning, Summarising and Think Aloud

https://sites.google.com/view/rgps36readingfriday/change-it-up?authuser=0

NEWS TIME:
Listen to The Squiz Kids podcast for todays news and
using a Y Chart summarise information on three news
stories in the podcast. You must summarise using at
least 3 dot points for each news story you listen to.
Here is a link to find the podcast and how to set out your
page in a Y Chart:
https://sites.google.com/view/rgps36readingfriday/news-time?authuser=0
If you need to listen to the podcast more than once you
can!
Comprehension:
Summarising and Think Aloud

Comprehension Strategies:
Visualisation and Prediction
FACTS AND DETAILS:
Find a non-fiction text on Epic or at home.
Look at the text structure in order to find appropriate facts
and details on your chosen topic to read.
Make a mini poster on Seesaw paraphrasing the information
you have read in the text.

FRESH FRONTCOVER FACE
Read a text today, either as a book or online, and work out the
text type and also the main idea.
Make a new front cover using the main idea as inspiration, give
the text a new fresh face.

Here is a link about what are facts and details, what is
paraphrasing and also a text if you can not find on your own.
https://sites.google.com/view/rgps3-6readingfriday/factsand-details

For examples of the different text types, their features and also
a video about what a main idea by pressing the link:

Comprehension:
Text Structure, Summarising and Think Aloud

Comprehension:
Text Structure and Summarising

https://sites.google.com/view/rgps36readingfriday/fresh-frontcover-face

